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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Bitcoin opened the door to decentralized currency’s, after that we’ve had many other public
blockchains that are solving different problems.
Indeed, Bitcoin continues to be the market leader, but with prices above several thousands, suffice
to say that although you might make money by buying and holding bitcoin, the real prospects for
wealth is in identifying little known cryptocurrency projects and to invest in them before they
become popular.
Many do this on their own, but without the necessary skill set, you are bound to FOMO and
miss out on real gains.
Indeed, Bitcoin can rise above $100,000, and we expect it to continue rising, at Nekiva, we
extrapolate that the minimum value of bitcoin is $500,000 however, we believe that the real
opportunity for growth is with Altcoins solving real world problems.
Altcoins solving real world problems are usually low priced, a few cents here and there. Imagine
buying 500,000 worth of an Altcoin at a price of $0.0001 ( $50) whose prices rise to at least $1 per
coin, that alone makes you half a million dollars.
Almost every coin you see out there today, was once a few cents, you just didn’t know about it at
the time to purchase a few.
THE NEKIVA SOLUTION
Nekiva’s team of highly intelligent researchers are constantly combing the web, looking for low cap
coins that are solving real world problems.
Should you purchase Nekiva (NKV), you are basically buying a basket of very valuable coins that
have high potential to be a success.
You would hold NKV in your wallet, and the Nekiva Foundation would hold, and manage the
various altcoins.
Selling and Buying to continually balance the portfolio and to ensure continues growth.
TOKENOMICS OF NEKIVA
Total Supply of NKV = 500,000,000 tokens
Burn by Nekiva Foundation = 50 % of profits generated by holdings would by back and burn NKV
tokens.
Reinvestment Rate = 50 % of profits generated by holdings would be reinvested into new holdings
Tax ; For every transaction involving NKV, 2% of the total value would be taxed and allocated to
the Nekiva foundation for further development of the Nekiva ecosystem.

Auto Burn ; 1 % of the value of every transaction involving NKV would be burnt automatically.
The total supply of NKV tokens shall be 500 million from the beginning, however, as we buy and
profit from coins and crypto projects, we would continually buy back and burn NKV tokens with
the profits made from holding other coins as stated above.
Furthermore, the automatic 1% burn function would ensure the continues scarcity of NKV, reducing
the supply and creating value for token holders.
Half of all profits made from holding other coins would go to purchase NKV and burn them.
The remaining profits shall be reinvested into other promising coins and projects.
GOVERNANCE
The Nekiva Foundation shall be responsible for the day to day administration of Nekiva projects
and shall set the scope and purpose of Nekiva.
Membership on the governance council shall consist of founding members of Nekiva and other
community members based on interest and how much NKV the member hold.
The governance council shall ensure the efficient management of NKV and the Nekiva Foundation.
The Nekiva Foundation, shall take absolute care in ensuring that Nekiva is at the fore front of
cutting edge research and investment in emerging technologies, both in the crypto economy and
others.
While Noble, Nekiva Foundation shall ensure that all projects, research works etc. shall be in the
utmost interest of NKV holders, and humanity at large.
When Nekiva make’s a move to hold a digital asset, it shall only be reported 3 months after
purchase in other not to artificially inflate projects, although the transparency of the blockchain may
make that impossible.
For non-digital assets, Nekiva shall report them under the other holdings section of our annual
newsletter, and may not necessary disclose the projects involved until we are certain an
announcement would not have any negative effects on NKV holders.

